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Abstract

The presence of inhalation breaths in speech pauses has recently
attracted more attention especially since the focus of speech
synthesis research has shifted to prosodic aspects beyond asin-
gle sentence, as, for instance in the synthesis of audiobooks.
Inhalation breath pauses are usually not an issue in traditional
speech synthesis corpora because they typically use singlesen-
tences of limited length and therefore pauses including inhala-
tion breaths rarely occur or they are deliberately avoided during
recording. However, in readings of large coherent texts like au-
diobooks, there are often inhalation breaths, particularly in pub-
licly available audiobooks. These inhalation breaths are rele-
vant for the modelling of pauses in audiobook synthesis and can
cause a reduction in naturalness when un-modelled. Therefore
this paper presents a method to automatically classify pauses
into one of four classes (silent pause, inhalation breath pause,
noisy pause, no pause) for improved pause modelling in HMM-
TTS.
Index Terms: inhalation breaths, pauses, speech synthesis,
HMM-TTS, classification

1. Introduction
Inhalation breaths in speech pauses have not attracted muchat-
tention in the history of speech synthesis research. Exceptions
are, for instance [1] who showed that the inclusion of inhalation
breaths before an utterance improved the recall of synthesized
sentences and [2] who indicated that their inclusion in a limited
domain synthesizer improved its naturalness.

One of the reasons for this lack of interest is certainly its rel-
atively small impact on quality and naturalness. Another reason
is undoubtedly the limitations of traditional TTS trainingma-
terial which is typically limited to single sentences recorded in
controlled conditions. In such a recording style the presence of
inhalation breaths was typically avoided to achieve a homoge-
nous representation of speech pauses as silent pauses. However,
with the move to study prosodic aspects beyond the single sen-
tence and in particular in the domain of audiobook synthesis
inhalation breath noises are becoming more important.

One issue is the presence of pauses including inhalation
breath noises in the training data. If un-modelled they can de-
grade synthesis quality, because often silent pauses and pauses
including inhalation breath noises or other articulatory noises
are considered as a single unit.

The reason for the presence of inhalation breaths in the
training material comes with the move to use speech corpora
which include prosodic features beyond a single sentence. Au-
diobooks are ideal for this because they are typically basedon
a coherent text and include large amounts of speech from a sin-
gle or multiple speaker(s). However, unless inhalation breaths

and other articulatory noises within pauses are deliberately re-
moved, audiobooks include them. This has been observed par-
ticularly in the domain of publicly available audiobooks, as
used, for instance in the Blizzard Challenge 2012 [3], but also
recently studied on a French audiobook [4].

To use publicly available audiobooks as training material
for speech synthesis purposes the speech first needs to be seg-
mented and aligned with its corresponding text. This task was
provided for the Blizzard Challenge 2012 by the lightly super-
vised sentence alignment and selection approach [5]. This ap-
proach automatically selects individual sentences from anau-
diobook for which it detects a match between recognition and
expected text. The output of the lightly supervised approach is
a set of sentences for which there is an audio file and a corre-
sponding text file. Sentence sized audio files are cut out from
the larger, typically chapter sized audio files. Cutting points are
the mid points of any pause between sentences or the end of the
sentence final phone if no pause is present. As such, the sen-
tence sized audio files often include parts of inhalation breaths,
articulatory noises (lip smacks, clicks, etc.) or other background
noise in their leading/trailing parts as well as in their sentence
internal pauses.

Many current synthesis frameworks are still very much lim-
ited to work on single sentences only. When the intervals of
audio labelled as leading/trailing silence or sentence internal
pause are not as clean as in the (controlled) studio recordings it
can adversely affect speech synthesis quality. The synthesised
leading and/or trailing silences can include inhalation breaths or
other noises or a mixture of these and the same can happen in
sentence internal pauses.

To avoid this problem and to provide the basis for modelling
inhalation breath pauses in synthesis, an approach is presented
which classifies any automatically labelled pause into one of
four categories (silent pause =pau, inhalation breath pause =
paub, noisy pause =paun, no pause =no pau). The classifica-
tion result can then be used during training and synthesis.

This paper is structured as follows: first the results of a pi-
lot study are presented which used natural speech to test theim-
pact of inhalation breath pauses on perceived naturalness.Then
a new approach to automatically classify pauses into four sub-
classes is presented and evaluated. This is followed by the ap-
plication of the classification approach to a publicly available
audiobook. Based on the classification results an HMM-TTS
model is trained and compared with a system using a single
pause model. The the discussion addresses related issues and
possible future research directions. Finally the conclusion sum-
marizes the crucial findings.
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2. Pilot study: Impact of breath pauses on
naturalness

To test the influence of inhalation breath pauses on perceived
naturalness a pilot study was conducted using natural speech
from a German TTS speech corpus. This corpus, read by a fe-
male voice talent, had a number of longer sentences as well as
sentences originally recorded as part of paragraphs and there-
fore included some inhalation breaths.

A standard preference listening test was conducted con-
trasting presence vs. absence of inhalation breath pauses.The
test was conducted via crowd sourcing using the CrowdFlower
website and subjects in Germany. The analysis included auto-
matic cheat detection [6] and standard paired t-test for statis-
tical significance calculation. The test used 40 sentences each
of them including at least one inhalation breath pause. These
evaluation sentences were selected from mixed text genres like
news, navigation, audiobook, etc. and were relatively longsen-
tences. The average number of words in the evaluation sen-
tences was 30.3±14.0. There was a total of 174 pauses (79%
paub, 20% pau, 1% paun) and the average number of pauses
was 4.3±2.4 with a mean pause duration of 354.9±155.3 ms.

For the preference test all inhalation breath pauses
and noisy pauses as well as any noisy leading/trailing
silences were manually “silenced” by using wavesurfers
(http://www.speech.kth.se/wavesurfer/) “Amplify” function to
reduce the amplitude of any (inhalation breath) noise to almost
zero, i.e. to make it in-audible and effectively create a silent
pause while still not silencing it completely. Complete “si-
lencing” was avoided because it can result in un-natural tran-
sitions from speech to pause and vice versa. The amplitude
flattening was carefully applied to avoid touching any transition
to and from the pause as long as the (inhalation breath) noise
could be made inaudible. The effect of the amplitude flattening
was checked auditorily and repeated application was conducted
when there was still audible (inhalation breath) noise.

The test compared the natural sentences (henceforth “Nat-
ural”) against the sentences with amplitude flattened pauses
(henceforth “Nobreath”). Subjects were asked: “Indicate
which of two speech sound files sounds more natural?”. 660
pair stimuli were evaluated by 30 subjects. The results are pre-
sented in Table 1 and show no clear preference but a very small
and statistically non-significant tendency to prefer the natural
stimuli.

Table 1:Result of preference listening test in pilot study.
Natural No breath none p-score
35.9% 31.8% 32.3% 0.147

This result indicates that there is some impact of inhalation
breath pauses on perceived naturalness, but the impact is small
and statistically non-significant.

Coming back to inhalation breath pauses in speech synthe-
sis, the first issue to address is the detection of inhalationbreath
pauses in the training data. The next section presents an ap-
proach to automatically classify pauses into the mentionedfour
sub-classes (pau, paub, paun, no pau) based on pause labels
automatically annotated by forced alignment.

3. Automatic classification of pauses
Figure 1 depicts the basic steps from a speech corpus to an
acoustic model for HMM-TTS and shows the location of the

Figure 1:Flow diagram from speech and text to acoustic model
via automatic pause classification.

pause classification method introduced below.
Typically a TTS corpus consists of speech and correspond-

ing text files. These are input to the forced alignment module
which provides alignments of any phones and pauses. The loca-
tions of these pauses are used by the pause classifier to extract
acoustic features from the corresponding stretches of speech.
The output of the classifier is then used in HMM-TTS model
training to train an acoustic model. The next section will give a
brief explanation of the classification method.

3.1. Classification method

To enable the separation of silent pauses and pauses filled with
inhalation breaths or other noise a method was developed which
classifies each speech pause into one of the following four
classes:

• pau- silent pause
• paub- pause including inhalation breath
• paun- pause including any other noise than paub
• no pau- no pause

Theno pauclass was introduced to account for the fact that
some of the automatically annotated pauses are incorrect pause
insertions and need to be deleted from the alignments.

The same classification is also provided for any leading and
trailing silence in a given speech file with the exception that no
silence will be deleted but a warning message will be printed
when the classifier identifies a silence which is deemed to in-
clude speech.

The classification method uses a set of acoustic features and
the type of the preceding and following phone to perform the
classification. The features are scored by a set of rules and then
threshold values are used for the final classification.

Feature values are extracted on a frame level and various
statistics are calculated for either the whole pause or speci-
fied parts of it. The set of acoustic features is described in
section 3.3. The next section presents some considerations
about the input data to the classifier which are the automatically
aligned phones and pauses.
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3.2. Automatic alignment of pauses

Unless there is manually annotated data available, automatic
phone and pause alignments are usually the basis for an HMM-
TTS voice. Typically pauses are labelled automatically as part
of forced phone alignments using HMM models. These models
can be trained on a given corpus by a flat start approach or using
speaker independent models trained on large, multi-speaker cor-
pora. In the presented approach the automatic pause alignments
were created by a flat start method which - after some iterations
of maximum likelihood training - introduces a one state short
pause tee-model, which is tied to the centre state of the silence
model. Models are then iteratively refined and the short pause
model is changed to a three state tee-model, where each stateis
tied to the corresponding state in the silence model.

Since this short pause model shares states with the silence
model the presence of silences including inhalation breaths af-
fects the performance of the short pause model. One issue with
automatic pause alignments is the precision of the pause bound-
aries. Typical problems are the inclusion of parts of neighbour-
ing sounds into the pause itself. This issue will be addressed in
section 3.3 in more detail. In the presented approach no attempt
was made to alter the HMM model topology. The automatic
silence and pause alignments were used as provided by this
method. The next section presents the acoustic features used
in the classifier in more detail.

3.3. Acoustic features

At first glance the separation of silent pauses and inhalation
breath pauses seems to be a straightforward approach. Silent
pauses are expected to contain no voicing, very little and con-
stantly low energy, whereas pauses filled with inhalation breaths
are expected to include no voicing as well, but a higher energy
level and a distinct spectral energy distribution.

To see whether these expectations can be used to classify
pauses a small subset of pauses, including all four classes,were
analyzed with respect to their acoustic features includingf0 (for
voicing detection), RMS-amplitude, and spectral energy distri-
bution.

During this analysis it was noticed that the pause bound-
aries placed by the automatic aligner were not always precise
but often included parts of neighbouring phones. When the pre-
ceding phone was a stop, for instance, the stop releases could
be partly or completely subsumed within the pause. Depend-
ing on the type of phone before the pause the onset part of
the pause could include voiced or unvoiced parts having vari-
ous non-silence spectral intensities. Sometimes more thanhalf
the pause was covered by the preceding sound. Similar obser-
vations were made for the pause ends. This meant that any
method using acoustic features to classify pauses had to account
for these imperfectly placed pause boundaries.

Figure 2 shows schematic representations of the amplitude
tracks for the three pause classespau, paub, paun, indicating
onset and offset parts, which can include features from neigh-
bouring phones and which can vary according to the precision
of automatically placed boundaries.

Given the analysis a set of acoustic features was chosen
based on the considerations to detect presence/absence of voic-
ing, levels of energy and distribution of spectral energy within
pauses - to enable a reliable classification of each pause into one
of the four classes mentioned.

The ESPS-toolsget f0 andsgramwere used to calculate f0,
RMS-amplitude, and a series of FFT’s providing information
about spectral energy distribution. Theget f0 tool was used

Figure 2:Schematic representation of amplitude tracks of pause
classes: pau, paub, and paun.

with standard settings, i.e. a frame step of 10 ms. Thesgram
tool was called with the wideband spectrogram option (-m wb)
which uses a frame step of 2 ms [7].

The automatically labeled start and end timestamps of each
pause were used to extract these acoustic features from the cor-
responding stretches of each sentence sized audio file. Using
automatically placed timestamps is important because the clas-
sifier is expected to work for exactly these timestamps which
are not always precise as mentioned before. In case the pause
duration was less than 30 ms no f0 and RMS-amplitude was cal-
culated because the RMS value of each record is calculated on
a 30 ms hanning window [7] and feature values for these were
set to zero. Table 2 lists the acoustic features.

Features were introduced which observed particular parts
of the pause, e.g. the first/last 20% or the first/second half.
Previous internal experiments revealed that HMM-TTS synthe-
sis quality is relatively insensitive against imprecise phone and
pause boundaries which meant that imprecise pause boundaries
are to some extend tolerated and should not trigger an incorrect
classification or an incorrect deletion of a pause.

The features chosen include features which calculate aver-
age values across the whole pause as well as average values
across defined parts of the pause. Additionally the spectralen-
ergy distribution across the full frequency range was also cal-
culated for particular bands (low, lowmid, mid, high) basedon
the findings for inhalation breath pauses in the training data.
Threshold values for low spectral power (percspecpwr low)
and non-low spectral power (percspecpwr high) were defined,
also based on observations in the training material. For allthree
basic features (f0, RMS, spectral energy) its mean, maximum
and minimum values were calculated across the whole pause to
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get an idea about levels and variances of them.
In addition to the above mentioned observations it was also

noticed that a few pauses were completely incorrect, e.g. la-
beled within speech without any pause nearby and a few were
debatable whether to be labelled as pause or being left as part
of neighbouring phones especially in the case of glottal stops
following or in stop - stop sequences.

Table 2:List of acoustic features.
Feature name Definition
paudur Duration of pause in ms
percvoiced % of voiced frames
f0 mean mean f0
f0 max max f0
f0 min min f0
RMS mean mean RMS
RMS max max RMS
RMS min min RMS
RMS std std. dev. of RMS
specpwr mean mean spectral power
specpwr std std. dev. of spec. power
percspecpwr low % power<10
percspecpwr high % power>100
percspecpwr high onset % power>100 in 1st 20%
percspecpwr high offset % power>100 in last 20%
percspecpwr high 1sthalf % power>100 in 1st half
percspecpwr high 2ndhalf % power>100 in 2nd half
specbandsmean mean all spectral bands
specbandsmeanstd std. dev. all spectral bands
specbandsmax max of all spectral bands
specbandsmin min of all spectral bands
specbandsmeanlow mean [0, 900] Hz
specbandsmeanlowmid mean [1600 - 2000] Hz
specbandsmeanmid mean [5000 - 6000] Hz
specbandsmeanhigh mean [6000 - 11025] Hz

3.4. Evaluation

The next section describes the training corpus used to select the
acoustic features and to define the rules in the classifier.

3.4.1. The training corpus

For training the automatic pause classifier 2291 sentences from
a German speech synthesis corpus (the same as in the pilot
study) were used including 4563 hand labelled pauses. This
data was split into 90% training and 10% test sets. The hand
labelling included the inspection of each sentence and eachin-
cluded pause (listening and visualising its waveform), itsre-
labelling as eitherpau, paub, paunor its deletion. When the
labeller noticed a missing pause it was inserted. Also times-
tamps of pauses were corrected when necessary.

The original automatic markup (henceforth called
AUTO ORIG) consisted of 2354 sentences including 4512
pauses. Because the human labeller deleted and added
pauses there were 108 sentences removed in the hand markup
(henceforth called HAND).

Table 3 shows how the HAND labelled pauses compare
with the AUTO ORIG pauses - for the 2354 sentences origi-
nally including a pause in the automatic markup. 75.4% are

silent pauses, 15.6% include inhalation breaths, 3.9% are pauses
including any other audible noise than an inhalation breathand
5% were deleted. The last row in Table 3 shows the number of
pauses added by the human labeller.

Table 3:Comparing pauses in AUTOORIG and HAND.

AUTO ORIG HAND
# pauses 4512 4509
pau 100% 75.4%
paub - 15.6%
paun - 3.9%
deleted - 5.0%
added - 224

The mean durations and standard deviations of the three
pause classes are shown in Table 4. As can be seen the classes
show distinctive mean durations: inhalation breath pausesare
longest, followed by silent pauses, which have the highest stan-
dard deviation, and the noisy pauses being the shortest on aver-
age.

Table 4:Mean pause durations and standard deviations in the
training corpus.

Pause Mean [ms] StdDev [ms]
pau 210.7 134.6
paub 393.1 104.2
paun 139.4 120.8

3.4.2. Results

To measure the accuracy of the pause classifier 10-fold cross-
validation was conducted. For each test set it was ensured that
the four pause classes were proportionally represented as in the
HAND data.

Average precision was 0.87±0.014 and average recall 0.86
±0.014. This shows that the majority of pauses were cor-
rectly classified, while on average 5.9% ofpau labels were
falsely classified aspaub, but only 1.1% of thepaublabels were
missed. This is probably caused to a large extent by the limi-
tations to filter out incorrect pause boundaries. When neigh-
bouring phones are part of the pause then the acoustic features
become “polluted” by these and can result in incorrect classifi-
cations. Confusions of other classes are relatively small.While
the deletions are similar in numbers to the deletions in HAND,
64.3% of the pauses deleted in HAND were correctly deleted
the remainder was not deleted and 18.9% were falsely deleted.
This can certainly also be mostly explained by the imperfect
pause boundaries which could trigger a pause deletion when
the acoustic features are strongly dominated by the speech parts
and not by pause parts. The classification of a pause asno pau
was often an indication that the automatic alignment was either
completely incorrect or largely incorrect, i.e. could be used to
spot mis-alignments.

To conduct another test of the classifier on unseen data it
was applied to a publicly available American English audio-
book. Classified pause labels were then used in the training of
an HMM-TTS model and compared with the standard, single
pause system. This is described in the following section.
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4. Synthesis with multi-pause labels
4.1. Classifying pauses in “A Tramp Abroad”

The classifier was applied to the publicly available audio-
book “A Tramp Abroad” (librivox.org) written by Mark Twain
and read by John Greenman. This audiobook was part of
the training material used during Blizzard Challenge 2012
(http://festvox.org/blizzard/blizzard2012.html).

For this paper the subset of sentences selected at a 100%
confidence interval (by the lightly supervised sentence selec-
tion and alignment tool [5]) was used consisting of 5052 sen-
tences and including 8624 pauses in total. These pauses wereall
automatically aligned by the Toshiba internal automatic phone
alignment tool. From the 5052 sentences 64.7% did contain
at least one pause and 36.2% did not include a pause. With-
out pause classification the average pause duration was 299.9
±155.0 ms.

After classifying each pause into the four classes ofpau,
paub, paunandno pau there are 8073 remaining pauses. That
means, 6.4% were deleted and the remaining ones were classi-
fied as follows:pau: 15.8%;paub: 72.6%;paun: 5.1%.

As presented in Table 5, the average pause durations of the
three pause classes showed a similar duration pattern as in the
German TTS training corpus (paub>pau >paun). However,
the mean duration of inhalation breath pauses was shorter than
in the German speaker, indicating that there are more shorter
inhalation breath pauses in “A Tramp Abroad”, an observation
which is in line with listening impressions on several samples.

However, there are many more inhalation breath pauses in
“A Tramp Abroad” than in the German TTS training corpus.
This is not surprising when listening to this data which shows
that the reader of “A Tramp Abroad” inhaled quite frequently,
whereas the voice talent of the German speech database triedto
avoid inhaling during the single sentence prompts.

Table 5: Mean pause durations and standard deviation in “A
Tramp Abroad”.

Pause Mean [ms] StdDev [ms] % of original
pau 218.3 136.7 15.8%
paub 352.7 126.5 72.6%
paun 146.4 94.5 5.1%

Because there are no hand annotated pause labels for “A
Tramp Abroad” it was not possible to quantify the accuracy
of the classifier on this corpus. However, visual and audi-
tory inspection of some sentences showed that the classification
worked reasonably well. The next section will test the impact
of multi-pause labels on synthesis quality.

4.2. HMM-TTS training

To test the impact of the classified pauses in synthesis two lis-
tening tests were conducted. An HMM-TTS voice was trained
on the audiobook “A Tramp Abroad” read by John Greenman,
i.e. the same audiobook as used in section 4.1 for the automatic
classification of pauses.

The training corpus contained about 9 hours of speech
in 4.8K utterances (the remaining sentences were left out as
test set) and was sampled at 16k Hz. The acoustic feature
vectors included 40 mel-cepstral coefficients, logF0, 21 band
aperiodicity together with their delta and delta-delta informa-
tion. They were modelled by multi-stream, 5 state, left-to-right,

multi-space probability distribution hidden semi-Markovmod-
els (MSD-HSMM). The full-context HMM states were gener-
ated by introducing the phonetic, segmental, prosodic and lin-
guistic context information. Decision tree based state clustering
was used for tying the full-context HMM states based on the
minimum description length (MDL) principle.

Two set of MSD-HSMMs were trained based on two phone
lists. One used a single label for silence and a single label for
pause, the other used multiple labels for silences and multiple
labels for pauses. In the second case, the silence was divided
into 3 separate “phonemes”, pure silence, inhalation breath si-
lence and noisy silence, in the same way for the short pause.
In the training process, each of them was modelled individ-
ually. They were considered as different context information
when full-context HMM states were generated, and the ques-
tions about the type of non-speech events were also used in the
process of decision tree growing. This way, not only the dif-
ferent types of non-speech events were explicitly modelled, but
also their influence on neighbouring phonemes was explicitly
considered in decision tree generation. Thus a better distribu-
tion sharing over full-context HMM states can be achieved.

4.3. Results of listening tests

The first preference test was designed to address the question
whether the finer split of pauses affects synthesis quality.25
sentences from the test set of “A Tramp Abroad” were selected,
each of them including at least one pause. To avoid the impact
of automatic pause prediction, the pauses which were automati-
cally annotated by the forced alignment were used in case of the
SINGLE PAU system and the sub-classified version of them in
the MULTI PAU system. There were 45 pauses in the automatic
alignments of these sentences. These 45 pauses were classified
as follows:pau: 4, paub: 38,paun: 2, no pau: 1.

Each sentence was synthesized by two different synthesiz-
ers: synthesizer SINGLEPAU was trained using a single pause
model and synthesizer MULTIPAU used the sub-classified
pause labels for training (as described in section 4).

Subjects were asked to indicate which of two speech sound
files sounds better. The test was conducted with the crowd
sourcing platform CrowdFlower using subjects in the USA. 512
pair stimuli (after discarding cheats) were rated by 42 subjects.
Results are presented in Table 6.

Table 6: Results of preference listening test comparing
MULTI PAU vs. SINGLEPAU.

MULTI PAU SINGLE PAU none p-score
42.6% 49.4% 8.0% 0.061

There was a statistically non-significant difference between
the two systems, but a small preference for the SINGLEPAU
system. This shows that there is no significant negative impact
of the multi-pause classification, but also no improvement in
quality.

The second listening test was designed to address the ques-
tion whether the multi-pauses add to the naturalness perception.
This time paragraphs were chosen to test the impact on longer
stretches of speech including multiple pauses. 20 paragraphs
were selected from the test set of “A Tramp Abroad” and pause
positions were taken from the original reading and not predicted
in order to avoid the impact of incorrect pause prediction. The
20 paragraphs included 60 sentences which in turn included 63
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pauses which were classified as follows:paub: 44, paun: 3,
pau: 8, no pau: 8.

All 20 paragraphs were synthesized by the same HMM-
models trained on the multi-pause classification. However,
while system MULTILAB used the multi-pause labels also in
synthesis, system SINGLELAB only used the silent pauses,
therefore effectively representing a synthesizer only generating
silent pauses.

By listening to each stimuli it was confirmed that the SIN-
GLE LAB stimuli included silent pauses, an indication that the
classification worked well.

Subjects were asked to indicate which of two speech sound
files sounds more natural. Again the test was conducted via
crowd sourcing. 328 pair stimuli (after discarding cheats)were
rated by 32 subjects. The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7: Results of preference listening test comparing
MULTI LAB vs. SINGLELAB.

MULTI LAB SINGLE LAB none p-score
58.5% 32.0% 9.5% <0.001

Subjects significantly preferred system MULTILAB,
showing the impact of multiple pauses in training and synthesis
as opposed to a single, silent pause only synthesizer.

5. Discussion
The pilot study was comparing single sentences, although rel-
atively long ones, however, it might be necessary to use para-
graphs or even longer stretches of coherent speech, becausethen
the presence of inhalation breath pauses might be more impor-
tant and appear more natural to the listener. Inhalation breaths
can add to the naturalness of speech particularly in an audio-
book scenario. Here, they could help to realise a more expres-
sive reading style, when modelled correctly, for instance when
particular scenes occur, where inhalation breaths help to make
the story more lively, and - if omitted - might result in a lackof
naturalness.

The results of the listening tests with synthetic speech
showed that a more fine grained pause classification can help
to improve the naturalness, especially in longer texts. However,
since the test was using pause locations originally placed by the
human speaker the next step that is needed, is the predictionof
the more fine-grained pause classes from text. A task that is
known to be difficult in the speech synthesis world, see chap-
ter 6.2 and 6.7 in [8] about phrasing and phrasing prediction
respectively.

Another aspect is the capability of the system to synthe-
size natural sounding inhalation breaths. While the inhalation
breaths synthesized with the Toshiba HMM-TTS did sound ac-
ceptable there is certainly potential for improvement.

Furthermore this work may provide the basis for subsequent
work about the patterns of pause positioning and pause duration
timing in coherent texts. By extending this work to account for
the amount of detail observed in natural speech including in-
halation breaths and possibly other pauses as well (i.e. “filled
pauses” including laughter, vocatives, etc.) it might be possi-
ble to produce more natural sounding synthesis especially when
synthesising large, coherent texts as in the audiobook scenario.

A possible extension of the current classifier would be to
add the functionality to adjust pause boundaries. This could be
beneficial in scenarios where pause boundary precision is more

important, e.g. for unit selection systems.

6. Conclusions
This study investigated inhalation breath pauses and theirinflu-
ence on perceived naturalness in natural as well as in synthetic
speech. A pilot study using natural speech, showed a small,
but statistically non-significant preference for natural speech in-
cluding inhalation breaths in pauses against a version which had
the inhalation breaths silenced.

Following this study, a pause classifier was developed us-
ing a set of acoustic and phonetic features to classify each auto-
matically labelled pause into one of four classes: silent pause,
inhalation breath pause, noisy pause and no pause.

The approach was trained and evaluated on a German
speech synthesis corpus and showed a good accuracy, especially
with respect to the detection of inhalation breath pauses. The
classifier was then applied to a publicly available AmericanEn-
glish audiobook and the classification results were used to train
an HMM-TTS system which was compared against an HMM-
TTS system trained on the same data, but only using a single
pause model. Two listening tests were conducted, the first one
testing the impact of the multi-pause labels on synthesis qual-
ity. No significant difference was found between systems. The
second preference test addressed the question whether the multi
pause labels improve the naturalness of synthesis. This time full
paragraphs were evaluated and the multi-pause label systemwas
significantly preferred against the single pause label.

The effect of having just silent pauses in speech synthe-
sis can be more severe when synthesizing audiobooks and can
add to the perceived naturalness of synthetic speech. Adequate
modelling of pauses - either silent, with inhalation breaths or
any other form - is important for non-monotonous and prosodi-
cally well-structured speech synthesis.
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